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We consider a topological dynamical system T : Y  Y on a metric space Y which
forms a fibre bundle over another dynamical system. If T is fibrewise expanding and
exact along fibres and if . is a Ho lder continuous function we prove the existence
of a system of conditional measures (called a family of Gibbs measures) where the
Jacobian is determined by .. This theorem reduces to Ruelle’s PerronFrobenius
theorem when the base of the fibred system consists of a single point. The method
of proof does not use any form of symbolic representation. We also study con-
tinuity properties of a family of Gibbs measures (over the base) and give applica-
tions to the equilibrium theory of higher dimensional complex dynamics.  1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of the transfer, Ruelle or PerronFrobenius operator
plays an important role in statistical mechanics and the ergodic theory of
dynamical systems. The existence of equilibrium states and Gibbs measures
depends on the behavior of these operators defined by
(L.g)(x)= :
y: f ( y)=x
g( y) exp[.( y)],
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where, in most cases, .: Z  R is Ho lder continuous and f : Z  Z is some
continuous self-mapping on a metric space Z. We just mention a few cases
where these operators are used to show the existence of an equilibrium.
A general result for subshifts of finite type can be found in [5] which also
applies to hyperbolic diffeomorphisms and Markov maps. This result has
been used for a wide class of non-invertible situations (see [16, 17]). The
method has also been extended through (finite or countable) generators
to systems not being represented by subshifts of finite type: for the one-
dimensional real case by Hofbauer and Keller [13] among others, and to
the one-dimensional complex case by Denker and Urban ski [8] (among
others). In all these cases it has been shown for a given . that two equivalent
probability measures + and & exist such that L*,+=*+ and & is f-invariant.
Our approach here to fibred systems is more general. A fibred system is
a pair of dynamical systems T : Y  Y, S: X  X (where T and S are con-
tinuous maps on topological spaces Y and X, respectively), together with
a factor map ?: Y  X satisfying ? b T=S b ?. In case X reduces to one
point we are back in the standard situation.
In fact, we shall study a relativised version of the theory of transfer
operators. Given a function ., our main goal and result is to associate a
system of conditional probability measures on fibres [Yx=?&1(x) : x # X ]
of a fibred system in some natural way. In the standard case of a non-fibred
system this has been done in [7]. Roughly speaking, such a conditional
measure +x on a fibre Yx will be defined by the property that for every
y1 , y2 # Yx such that T n( y1)=T n( y2) the ratio +x(U1)+x(U2) has to be
close to >ni=1 exp[.(T
i ( y1))&.(T i ( y2))], where U1 % y1 , U2 % y2 are suf-
ficiently small neighborhoods with the property that T nU1=T nU2 . Such a
system of conditional measures will be called a family of Gibbs measures
(for short Gibbs family) and has a precise definition as given in Section 2.
This notion is a natural generalization of the concept of Gibbs measure for
a non-invertible map (in some papers, for example, in [7], such measures
are called conformal). Further properties of this notion are contained in
[9], in particular, on the uniqueness of Gibbs families and the construction
of absolutely continuous invariant measures.
Problems of this type in the relativised context of fibred systems have
been considered in the literature. In the work of Ferrero and Schmitt [11]
and later by Bogenschu tz and Gundlach [3, 4], this problem has been con-
sidered when the base transformation S is an invertible measure preserving
map of some probability space. Our approach is different: we assume that
the base transformation is a continuous, not necessarily invertible epi-
morphic map. The lack of invertibility causes essential difficulties and our
result differs from the classical form of Ruelle’s theorem: We prove the
complete analogue of that part of this theorem which deals with the exist-
ence and uniqueness of Gibbs measures. The other part of Ruelle’s theorem
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(to obtain invariant measures) seems to have no natural generalization in
this setting. However, we are able to give sufficient conditions for the exist-
ence of invariant measures. For an invertible map in the base it is possible
to prove a complete analogue of Ruelle’s result using methods from [11, 3].
In order to construct Gibbs families for fibred systems we apply
Birkhoff ’s theory in [1, 2], essentially supplemented by [10]. Like in
[11, 3, 4], we apply this to fibred systems. However, symbolic dynamics is
not a necessary prerequisite to apply this theory. It is possible to work with
suitable properties of a map (like expanding) in a direct way. To our
knowledge this seems to be the first attempt to deal with these problems
using Birkhoff ’s theorem and avoiding symbolic representations. Birkhoff
used the notion of projective (Hilbert) metric which also has turned out to
be important in other contexts, e.g., to study invariant cones (e.g., [18]) in
differentiable dynamics and harmonic analysis, or the investigation of corre-
lation integrals (e.g., [14]). It also may be seen as an important alternative
to the ‘‘method of two seminorms’’ used by Doeblin, Fortet, Ionescu
Tulcea, and Marinescu.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give basic definitions
and state the main results (the existence theorem, the continuity theorem,
and the Ho lder continuity theorem). These results are proven in Sections 46.
In Section 3 we give applications to the existence of conformal and invariant
measures (see [7] for the unconditional case). We also show that the
assumptions of the main theorems are fulfilled for certain strict polynomials
on C2 (called Cantor skews in [12]) and we show that equilibrium
measures + for Ho lder continuous potentials ,: Y  R have a disintegra-
tion with respect to ? which is equivalent to the Gibbs family for ,. Other,
more elaborate examples will be given somewhere else.
2. FIBRED SYSTEMS AND CONDITIONAL MEASURES
A fibred system is a collection Y=(Y, T, X, S, ?) where X and Y are
Polish spaces, T : Y  Y and S: X  X are continuous maps, and where
?: Y  X is continuous, onto, and satisfies ? b T=S b ?. Thus T preserves
the fibres Yx=?&1(x); the restriction of T n (n1) to the fibre Yx will be
denoted by T nx , so T
n
x : Yx  YSn(x) . If we need to specify a metric on Y, it
will be denoted by d( y, y$). We say that T is a skew product if Y=X_Z
and if T ((x, z))=(S(x), Tx(z)).
Throughout the paper we make the assumption that T is bounded-to-
one on fibres. This means there exists a constant M>0 such that for all
y # Y
card[ y$ # Y : T ( y)=T ( y$); ?( y)=?( y$)]M, (2.1)
in other words the number of preimages for each fibre map is bounded by M.
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For a Polish space Z, let BZ and BZ denote the Borel _-field of Z
and the space of bounded measurable functions f : Z  R, respectively.
Measurability is always understood with respect to BZ . As remarked in
[9], in the present context there is no problem with measurability of
images of Borel sets under a Borel map or with the cardinality of the
preimage function associated with a Borel map.
We will first give the definition of a Gibbs family from a general view-
point. A family [+x : x # X ] of probability measures +x on Y is called a
(measurable) system of conditional probabilities or measures for Y if
+x(Yx)=1 for x # X, the integral  f ( y) +x(dy) is a BX -measurable function
in x for every f # BY and, for any g # BX , we have  f ( y)(g b ?)( y) +x(dy)=
g(x)  f ( y) +x(dy).
Definition 2.1. A system [+x : x # X ] of conditional probabilities for
Y is called a family of Gibbs measures (or for short, a Gibbs family) for a
measurable function .: Y  R, if there exists a positive measurable function
A: X  R with the following property: For all x # X the Jacobian of +x with
respect to the map T is given by
d+S(x) b Tx
d+x
=A(x) exp[&.], +x a.e. (2.2)
If we need to specify the function ., we shall speak of a Gibbs family
for ,. In particular, if X reduces to a point, a Gibbs family consists of a
single measure which is called conformal or Gibbs.
Remark 2.2. It is easy to see that the Gibbs property with respect to .
is equivalent to each of the following statements:
(1) For every E # BY on which T is invertible, for all f # BY vanishing
outside T (E), and for all x # X,
| exp[.( y)] f ( y) +S(x)(dy)=A(x) | f (T ( y)) +x(dy). (2.3)
(2) We define the conditional transfer operator as a family of
operators between the spaces of bounded measurable functions Bx :=BYx
on the fibres Yx (x # X ). For x # X we define these operators
V (k)x : Bx  BS k(x) (k0)
by
(V (k)x g)( y)= :
y$ # T&k( y) & ?&1(x)
g( y$) exp _ :
k&1
j=0
.(T j ( y$))& , (2.4)
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where y # YS k(x) . Note that they satisfy the cocycle relation
V (k+l )x =V
(l)
S k(x) b V
(k)
x (k, l0, x # X ).
Now, an equivalent condition for (2.3) is this: For every function g # BY ,
for all x # X,
A(x) | g( y) +x(dy)=| V (1)x ( y) +S(x)(dy). (2.5)
Additionally to our previous assumptions we suppose that Y is a com-
pact metric space with metric d, that each fibre contains at least two points,
that both maps, S and T, are bounded-to-one maps (cf. (2.1)) and that T
is fibrewise onto, i.e., \x # X, T (Yx)=YS(x) .
We need to consider fibred systems having some additional properties
which are relativised versions of the concepts of an expanding map in
Ruelle’s sense [16] and of topological exactness. Here we require these
properties fibrewise but uniformly over all fibres.
Definition 2.3. A fibred system Y is called fibre expanding if there
exist a>0 and * # (0, 1) such that the following holds: If u, v$ # Y,
?(T (u))=?(v$) and d(T (u), v$)<2a, there exists a unique v # Y such that
?(v)=?(u), T (v)=v$ and d(u, v)<2a. Furthermore,
d(u, v)*d(T (u), T (v)). (2.6)
This property implies that
d(T (u), T (v))*&1d(u, v)
whenever
d(u, v)<2*a,
i.e., Y is expanding along fibres (see [9]).
Define the map
#: [(u, v$) # Y_Y : ?(T (u))=?(v$), d(T (u), v$)<a]  Y
by the conditions
?(#((u, v$)))=?(u),
T (#((u, v$)))=v$,
d(u, #((u, v$)))<2a.
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In view of Definition 2.3 this defines # uniquely and we have
d(u, #((u, v$)))*d(T (u), v$).
As in [6, p. 247; 16] it can be proved that # is continuous. In particular,
this implies that T |Yx : Yx  YS(x) is a local homeomorphism.
Furthermore, if u$, v$ # Y, ?(u$)=?(v$) and d(u$, v$)<a then # defines a
one-to-one correspondence between preimages of u$ and v$ belonging to the
same fibre. Indeed, if u is one of the preimages of u$, Tu=u$, then #((u, v$))
is the preimage of v$ corresponding to u. It is important to note that this
relation between preimages is symmetric, i.e.,
#((#((u, v$)), T (u)))=#((#((u, v$)), u$))=u.
So, we have a canonical one-to-one correspondence between the sets
T &1(u) and T &1(v), if ?(u)=?(v) and d(u, v)<a.
Note that the *-contractivity (2.6) of inverse branches of T restricted to
fibres implies that the distance between corresponding preimages is again
bounded by a from above. Hence there is a correspondence between
preimages of all orders. This is summarized in
Lemma 2.4. If u$, v$ # Y are such that ?(u$)=?(v$) and d(u$, v$)<a then
for every n0 and x # X with S n(x)=?(u$)(=?(v$)) there exists a natural
correspondence u [ u between T &n(u$) & ?&1(x) and T &n(v$) & ?&1(x).
Moreover, d(u, u )*nd(T n(u), T n(u )) and
T n(u)=T n(u ).
In particular, the conditional transfer operators defined in (2.4) act on
continuous functions.
Definition 2.5. The fibred system Y is called topologically exact along
fibres if for every =>0 there exists an N such that for every y # Y and every
nN
T n(B( y, =) & Y?( y))$YS n(?( y))
(where B( y, =) is a ball in Y of radius = centered at y).
In case X consists of one point this condition is equivalent to topological
exactness.
We now state the main results. Their proofs are postponed until
Sections 46. The general assumptions made so far in this section are also
assumed for the following theorems.
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Theorem 2.6 (Existence Theorem). Let Y=(Y, T, X, S, ?) be a com-
pact fibred system with metric d on Y. Assume that Y is fibrewise expanding
and topologically exact along fibres. Then for every Ho lder continuous func-
tion .: Y  R there exists a unique Gibbs family [+x : x # X ] for .. The
function A associated with . by Definition 2.1 is also unique and one has
supp[+x]=Yx .
In order to provide sufficient conditions for the continuity of a Gibbs
family (see also [9]) we need to consider the space
Yn=[(x, y) # X_Y : S n(x)=?( y)] (n0).
Yn can be considered as a subspace of X_Y and inherits the induced
topology. The continuity of the Gibbs family depends on properties of the
maps
in : Y  Yn
defined by in( y)=(?( y), T n( y)) where n0. For later use we also need the
two natural projections ?Xn : Yn  X and ?
Y
n : Yn  Y defined by ?
X
n ((x, y))=x
and ?Yn ((x, y))= y.
Theorem 2.7 (Continuity Theorem). Let [+x : x # X ] and (., A) be as
in Theorem 2.6. Assume that S and ? are open maps and that i1 is a local
homeomorphism. Then the Gibbs family [+x : x # X ] and the function
A: X  R are continuous.
Using the same idea of proof one can show the continuity of the fibres Yx .
Corollary 2.8. The fibres [Yx : x # X ] are continuous in the Hausdorff
metric.
For Ho lder continuity we even need stronger conditions.
Let R: Z  Z be a continuous map on a metric space (Z, dZ). Then R is
called
(NC) locally non-contracting, if for some =>0
dZ(R(z), R(z$))dZ(z, z$)
whenever dZ(R(z), R(z$))<=;
(E) (positively) expansive, if for some ;>0
sup
n0
dZ(Rn(z), Rn(z$))<;
implies that z=z$.
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Next, let Y=(X, S, Y, T, ?) be a compact fibred system, and let dX
denote the metric on the compact space X. We assume now that S: X  X
is onto (it follows that S, T and ? are all continuous and onto).
(C) ?: Y  X is called a (weak) contraction if dX (?( y), ?( y$)
d( y, y$), ( y, y$ # Y ).
(RH) Y is called relatively Ho lder continuous if for some : # (0, 1]
and b, c>0 the following holds: If y1 , y$0 # Y, x$1 # X are such that S(x$1)=
?( y$0), dX (?( y1), x$1)<2b, d(T ( y1), y$0)<2c, then there exists a unique
y$1 # Y such that ?( y$1)=x$1 , T ( y$1)= y$0 and d( y1 , y$1)<2c. Moreover, we
assume (letting y0=T ( y1)) that
d( y1 , y$1) d :X (?( y0), ?( y$0))d( y0 , y$0) d
:
X (?( y1), ?( y$1)).
: is called the exponent of Ho lder continuity.
Remark 2.9. Condition (RH) and continuity of T and ? imply that i1
is a local homeomorphism. Also, condition (RH) holds for expanding maps
T and differentiable maps S.
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from the definitions of
the maps involved.
We prove the second assertion. The existence of y$1 follows since i1 is a
local homeomorphism. Since T is expanding (assuming c sufficiently small)
we have d( y0 , y$0)d( y1 , y$1)>K for some constant K>1. On the other
hand, the differentiability of S and compactness of X imply that the ratio
dX (?( y0), ?( y$0))dX (?( y1), ?( y$1)) is bounded above by some constant L. If
: is chosen such that L:<K (that is always posible with : # (0, 1] because
K>1) then d :X (?( y0), ?( y$0))d
:
X (?( y1), ?( y$1))<K which implies (RH).
Theorem 2.10 (Ho lder Continuity Theorem). Let Y=(X, S, Y, T, ?),
[+x : x # X ] and (., A) be as in Theorem 2.7. Let T be an open map, ? be
a contraction, and let condition (RH) be satisfied. Moreover, assume that S
is an expansive, Lipschitz continuous, and locally non-contracting map. Then,
for any # # (0, 1] there exist ’(#) # (0, 1] and C#>0 with the following
property: If f is (D, #)-Ho lder continuous, then
x [ |
Y
f ( y) +x(dy)
is (C#D, ’(#))-Ho lder continuous. In particular, the function A: X  R is
Ho lder continuous.
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3. APPLICATIONS
In this section we discuss applications of the main Theorems 2.6, 2.7,
and 2.10.
First, we prove the existence of Gibbs and invariant Gibbs measures for
some non-invertible maps. The pressure of a continuous function g: Z  R
and of the continuous map R: Z  Z (see [6]) will be denoted by P(R, g).
Theorem 3.1. Let Y satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 and assume
that (X, S) is expansive. Then for every Ho lder continuous function .: Y  R
there exists a (.&P(S, log A))-Gibbs measure + on Y such that the family
of conditional measures [+x : x # X ] with respect to ?&1BX is the unique con-
tinuous Gibbs family for . with supp(+x)=Yx .
Proof. Since . is Ho lder continuous, we may apply Theorem 2.6 to
obtain a unique Gibbs family [+x : x # X ] for . with supp(+x)=Yx for
x # X. By Theorem 2.7 the Gibbs family is continuous. Denote A: X  R
the associated continuous function. Since S is open and expansive we can
apply Theorem 3.12 in [7] to obtain a [log A&P(S, log A)]-Gibbs
measure m on X. Define d+ :=+xm(dx). The theorem follows now from a
straightforward calculation.
Theorem 3.2. Let the fibred system Y satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 2.7, let + denote the .&P(S, log A)-Gibbs measure constructed in
Theorem 3.1, and let (Y, T ) be expanding (as in [16]).
Then there exists an invariant measure &<<+ such that d&x=hx d+x a.e.
for some continuous function h? : Y  R, where [&x : x # X ] denotes the
system of conditional probabilities of & given ?.
Proof. It follows from standard arguments that there exists an invariant
measure & equivalent to + (see [15, 17]), so that the density h is con-
tinuous.
We only need to prove that &x<<+x a.e.
Let hX be the conditional expectation of h given ?&1(BX ). Denoting the
restrictions of & and + to ?&1(BX ) by &X and +X , we have d&Xd+X =hX
and hence for a bounded measurable function g
| g( y) &(dy)=|| g( y) h( y) +x(dy)
1
hX (x)
&X (dx),
hence
| g( y) h( y) +x(dy)=hX (x) | g( y) &x(dy).
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Since g was arbitrary,
d&x
d+x
( y)=
h( y)
hX (x)
a.e. y # ?&1(x).
Example 3.3. Let T denote a polynomial mapping of C2. Such a
mapping can be written in the form
T (x, y)=( p(x, y), q(x, y)) (x, y # C)
where p and q are polynomials. It is called strict of degree d1 in [12],
if there are constants k1 , k2>0 and r0 such that for every z # C2, &z&r
k1 &z&d&T (z)&k2 &z&d.
A special case are skew products when p does not depend on y. Then
? b T = p b ? where ?: C2  C denotes the projection map onto the first
factor.
According to [12], a point z # C2 is called weakly normal if there exists
an open neighborhood V of z and a family [Kx : x # V ] of at least one-
dimensional complex analytic sets Kx such that x # Kx and the family
[T n|Kx : n0] is normal in x. The complement of the set of normal points
is called the Julia set of T and is denoted by J(T ). It is shown in [12] that
for strict polynomials J(T ) is compact and fully invariant. In particular, it
follows that a strict skew product restricted to J(T ) is a fibred system, but
not a skew product in general. It is worth noting that Jx=?&1(x) & J(T )
is the fibre over x, and (for certain maps T at least) is the Julia set of T nx
in case x is periodic with period n.
To be more specific, let T : C2  C2 be a strict skew product and
T=T |J(T ) be its restriction to the Julia set J=J(T ). Suppose p and q are
polynomials of exact degree 2, given in the form
p(x)=x2+a
q(x, y)= y2+bx2+cx+d,
where a, b, c, d # C. We assume that a is not in the Mandelbrot set and that
the polynomial k(x)=bx2+cx+d satisfies, for some =>0 independent of k,
&k&J( p)< 14&=,
where & &J(P) denotes the sup-norm on the Julia set J( p) of p. Recall that
a belongs to the Mandelbrot set M if the component of J cp containing 0 # C
is bounded, where p(z)=z2+a. Such a skew product is called a Cantor
skew in [12].
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First note that a  M implies that p=S, restricted to J( p), is expanding,
hence also Lipschitz continuous, expansive and non-contracting (after
possibly changing to an equivalent metric). It has been shown in [12] that
the fibres ?&1(x) are given by the set Jx of all points (x, y) # C2 for which
y is not normal for the family
qp n(x) b qpn&1(x) b } } } b qx (n0),
where qx( y)=q(z, y). Thus the Julia set J(T ) is the union of all Jx where
x # J( p). Moreover, the map T is uniformly expanding [12, p. 1290].
Consequently the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 are easily verified. Since the
coefficient a is not in the Mandelbrot set, the map i1((x, y))=(x, q(x, y))
is a local homeomorphism. Since ? is weakly contracting, the assumptions
of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied. It follows that continuous conformal systems
of conditional measures on fibres exist for any Ho lder continuous function.
In particular we recover the result in [12] that the sets Jx are continuous
in the Hausdorff metric. Since p is differentiable and q( } , } ) is expanding
on J(T ), condition (RH) is also satisfied (compare Remark 2.9). Hence
Theorem 2.10 applies as well and we obtain the following result (strength-
ening the corresponding result in [12]):
Theorem 3.4. Let T be as in Example 3.3. Then for every Ho lder con-
tinuous function . there exists a unique equilibrium measure + for .. + has
a unique Ho lder continuous disintegration [+x : x # J( p)] with respect to
?&1BC which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Gibbs family for ..
Proof. Since (J(T ), T ) is a mixing repeller [12, p. 1290], there exists a
unique equilibrium state & for ., absolutely continuous with respect to the
.-conformal measure + (cf. [12]). By Theorem 3.1 and the uniqueness of
conformal measures on mixing repellers, + has the form d+=+x m(dx)
where +x is the .-Gibbs family and m is the unique log(A)&P(S, log A)-
conformal measure on J( p). Since &<<+, and since the density h=d&d+ is
Ho lder continuous, the theorem follows from Theorem 3.2.
4. PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE THEOREM
We begin recalling the projective (or Hilbert) metric and Birkhoff ’s
theorem as a preparation for the proof of Theorem 2.6.
Let K be any closed convex cone of a real topological vector space L
satisfying the condition
K & (&K )=[0]. (4.1)
Let K$=K"[0].
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We are going to define a function
%: K$_K$  [0, ]
which, as it will be seen, is (separately) scaling invariant; hence % may be
considered as a function of rays in K. Infinite values for % are also permitted.
Let f, g # K such that f and g are not collinear. Consider the two-dimen-
sional cone K( f, g)K formed by the intersection of K with the linear
span of f and g. Since
K( f, g) & (&K( f, g))=[0]
elementary geometric considerations in the plane show that there exist
points f1=:1 f, g1=;1 g (:1>0, ;1>0) such that the line l( f1 , g1) passing
through f1 and g1 intersects K( f, g) in a closed segment [a1 , b1]. So, one
has a 4-tuple of points (a1 , f1 , g1 , b1) on l( f1 , g1) counted according to the
orientation defined on l( f1 , g1) by the relation f1<g1 . Note that one or
both of the equalities a1= f1 and g1=b1 are possible. If one takes another
pair f2=:2 f ; g2=;2 g with l( f2 , g2) intersecting K( f, g) in a closed seg-
ment [a2 , b2], the central projection gives an affine mapping between
l( fi , gi) (i=1, 2) sending a1 , f1 , g1 , b1 to a2 , f2 , g2 , b2 correspondingly.
Coincidence of points (say ai and fi) can only occur for both lines and
depends in fact on f and g.
Suppose first that f and g satisfy the conditions a1{ f1 and g1{b1
( f and g are called comparable in this case). Next choose a translation
invariant length function L1 on l( f1 , g1) and set
%( f, g, K )=log
L1([a1 , g1]) L1([ f1 , b1])
L1([a1 , f1]) L1([ g1 , b1])
.
Since % is defined in terms of the cross-ratio of a 4-tuple of points on the
line (which is known to be invariant under projective transformations) this
definition in fact gives a function % which depends neither on the choice of
the length function nor (in view of canonic affine equivalence) on the
choice of l( f1 , g2).
If at least one of the equalities a1= f1 and g1=b1 holds set %( f, g, K )=.
Finally set %( f, g, K )=0 for collinear f and g.
Let f denote the ray defined by f # K$ and let K be the set of all such
rays. As just explained, % may be considered as a function of rays as well.
It is known (see Lemma 1 of [1]) that for every a # K the set R of rays
f satisfying %(a, f , K )< is a metric space with respect to the distance
%( f , g^, K ) (which is called the projective or Hilbert metric).
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An explicit formula can be given for %( f, g, K ) (see [10, 1]). Define
N1=N1( f, g) and N2=N2( f, g), (N1 , N2 # [1, ]) by
N1=inf[N : N>0, f&N &1g # K ]
N2=inf[N : N>0, g&N&1f # K ].
Clearly, N2( f, g)=N1(g, f ).
We shall also write Ni ( f, g, K ) whenever we need to consider the
dependence on the cone K.
Lemma 4.1. %( f, g, K )=log[N1( f, g, K ) N2( f, g, K )].
Remark 4.2. Lemma 4.1 gives a representation of % which is obviously
invariant under scaling transformations f  :f, g  ;g (:>0, ;>0) and
does not require any special choice of f and g on their rays.
Remark 4.3 (about the Proof of Lemma 4.1). In view of the previous
remark, and in order to calculate N1 and N2 pick f # f , g # g^ in such way
that l( f, g) intersects extremal rays of the cone K. Then elementary
geometry shows that N1N2 is equal to the cross-ratio in the definition of %.
Let (L1 , K1) and (L2 , K2) be topological vector spaces together with
closed convex cones satisfying (4.1). Let V: L1  L2 be a linear map with
V(K1)/K2 . It can be easily seen that for every f, g # K$1
%(Vf, Vg, K2)%( f, g, K1).
Let us suppose that V(K1) has finite diameter
diam(V(K1), K2)= sup
f, g # K $1
%(Vf, Vg, K2)
with respect to the metric %( } , } , K2). The theorem of G. Birkhoff [1, 2]
asserts that the projectivization of V is a Lipschitz map of K1 into K2 and
it gives an explicit expression for the ‘‘Lipschitz constant’’ (recall that pro-
jective metrics can take infinite values). More precisely we have
Birkhoff’s Theorem. Let (L1 , K1) and (L2 , K2) be topological vector
spaces together with closed convex cones satisfying (4.1), and let V: L1  L2 be a
linear map with V(K1)/K2 , such that the projective diameter diam(V(K1), K2)
is finite. Then
sup
f, g # K $1
0<%( f, g, K1)<
%(Vf, Vg, K2)
%( f, g, K1)
=tanh \14 diam(V(K1), K2)+ . (4.2)
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The term on the left hand side of (4.2) will be called the projective norm
of V, denoted by |V |. So, under these assumptions, V has the projective
norm |V |=|V |K<1.
If V1 : (L1 , K1)  (L2 , K2), V2 : (L2 , K2)  (L3 , K3) then we obviously
have
|V2 V1||V2 | |V1|.
The proof of the main Theorem 2.6 will be given in a series of lemmas
and propositions using the projective metric. Let the fibered system
Y=(X, S, Y, T, ?) be fixed as in Theorem 2.6. Let CZ denote the space of
continuous functions on the topological space Z. We shall write Cx instead
of CYx , x # X. Furthermore, we shall consider CX to be embedded into CY
given by the mapping
i: f  f b ?, f # CX .
For k0 and x # X define operators
U (k)x : CS k(x)  Cx , V
(k)
x : Cx  CS k(x)
by
(U (k)x f )( y)= f (T
k( y)) ( y # Yx)
(4.3)
(V (k)x f )( y)= :
y$ # T&k( y) & Yx
f ( y$) exp _ :
k&1
i=0
.(T i( y$))& ( y # YS k(x)),
where . is as in Theorem 2.6, so
|.( y1)&.( y2)|:d #( y1 , y2), y1 , y2 # Y
for some fixed constants :>0 and # # (0, 1]. Note that V (k)x are the condi-
tional transfer operators defined in (2.4).
These operators satisfy the following cocycle relations for all k, l0,
U (k+l )x =U
(k)
x b U
(l )
S k(x)
V (k+l )x =V
(l )
S k(x) b V
(k)
x .
Define a conic bundle over X in the following way: For every x # X let
Kx/Cx be the cone defined by
Kx=[ f # Cx : f ( y1)\( y1 , y2) f ( y2); y1 , y2 # Yx ; d( y1 , y2)<a],
where
\( y1 , y2)=exp[2;d #( y1 , y2)]
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and where ; is chosen so that
;>
:*#
2(1&*#)
.
In what follows (until Lemma 4.12) our notation will ignore the depen-
dence on ;. So we consider ; to be fixed for the moment. We shall use the
notation C +Y (or C
+
x , x # X ) to denote the cones of nonnegative functions
in CY (respectively in Cx , x # X ).
Lemma 4.4. For every x # X we have Kx/C +x . Moreover, for f, g # K$x
(respectively in (C +x )$),
N1( f, g, Kx)= sup
d( y1 , y2)a; y1 , y2 # Yx
\( y1 , y2) f ( y2)& f ( y1)
\( y1 , y2) g( y2)& g( y1)
(4.4)
N2( f, g, Kx)= sup
d( y1 , y2)a; y1 , y2 # Yx
\( y1 , y2) g( y2)& g( y1)
\( y1 , y2) f ( y2)& f ( y1)
(4.5)
N1( f, g, C +x )= sup
y # Yx
g( y)
f ( y)
(4.6)
N2( f, g, C +x )= sup
y # Yx
f ( y)
g( y)
. (4.7)
Proof. It suffices to prove Kx/C +x , (4.4) and (4.6), since the other two
equalities follow by symmetry: N2( f, g)=N1(g, f ).
We first show that Kx/C+x . Let f # Kx and assume that f ( y)<0. Then
for arbitrary y${ y with d( y$, y)<a we have f ( y$)\( y, y$) f ( y)<0 and
f ( y)\( y, y$) f ( y$). Hence f ( y)\2( y, y$) f ( y), and since \>1 we get
a contradiction. So either there does not exist such a y$ or f ( y)0. Since
Y is topologically exact along fibres and since each fibre contains at least
two points, there exists M1 such that T Mx (B( y, a)) contains two points,
hence y$ as above exists and f ( y)0.
Next we prove (4.4). By definition, N1( f, g, Kx) is the smallest non-
negative number (or ) N # [0, ], for which Nf ( y1)& g( y1)\( y1 , y2)
(Nf ( y2)& g( y2)) holds for all y1 , y2 # Yx , d( y1 , y2)<a. But this inequality
is equivalent to
\( y1 , y2) g( y2)& g( y1)
N(\( y1 , y2) f ( y2)& f ( y1)), y1 , y2 # Yx , d( y1 , y2)a
and (4.4) follows easily.
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The formula (4.6) for N1( } , } , C +x ) is proved in a similar (but easier) way.
Corollary 4.5. We have
N1( f, g, Kx)N1( f, g, C +x )
N2( f, g, Kx)N2( f, g, C +x ).
Proof. This follows from KxC +x and the definition of Ni .
Lemma 4.6. There exists a constant 2 # (0, 1) such that for every f # K$x
and y1 , y2 # YS(x) with d( y1 , y2)<a the following inequalities hold:
(i) (Vx f )( y1)\1&2( y1 , y2)(Vx f )( y2)
(ii) \( y1 , y2)(Vx f )( y1)&(Vx f )( y2)(\2&2( y1 , y2)&1)(Vx f )( y2)
(iii) \( y1 , y2)(Vx f )( y1)&(Vx f )( y2)(1&\&2( y1 , y2))(Vx f )( y2).
Proof. (i) Let y$1 # T &1( y1) & Yx and y$2=y$1 be the corresponding
preimage of y2 . Then d( y$1 , y$2)*d( y1 , y2) and we have
f ( y$1) exp[.( y$1)]
\( y$1 , y$2) f ( y$2) exp[.( y$1)]
 f ( y$2) exp[.( y$2)] exp[2;d #( y$1 , y$2)+:d #( y$1 , y$2)]
 f ( y$2) exp[.( y$2)] exp[2;d #( y1 , y2)(*#+*#:(2;)&1)]
= f ( y$2) exp[.( y$2)] \1&2( y1 , y2),
where 2=(1&*#)&(*#:)2; # (0, 1).
This inequality and the correspondence between preimages of y1 , y2
imply that
(Vx f )( y1)= :
y$1 # T
&1( y1) & Yx
f ( y$1) exp[.( y$1)]
\1&2( y1 , y2) :
y$2 # T
&1( y2) & Yx
f ( y$2) exp[.( y$2)]
=\1&2( y1 , y2)(Vx f )( y2)
and (i) is proved.
(ii) and (iii). Using (i) we have
\( y1 , y2)(Vx f )( y1)&(Vx f )( y2)(\2&2( y1 , y2)&1)(Vx f )( y2)
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and interchanging y1 and y2 in (i) we obtain
\( y1 , y2)(Vx f )( y1)&(Vx f )( y2)(\2( y1 , y2)&1)(Vx f )( y2)
(1&\&2( y1 , y2))(Vx f )( y2),
since \1.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.7. Vx(Kx)KS(x) .
Proof. This follows from inequality (i) in Lemma 4.6 observing that
\1.
Lemma 4.8. If f, g # K$x then
N1(Vx f, Vxg, KS(x))DN1(Vx f, Vxg, C +S(x))
N2(Vx f, Vxg, KS(x))DN2(Vx f, Vxg, C +S(x))
for some constant D=D(:, ;, #).
Proof. Using the representation for N1 given by Lemma 4.4 and applying
(ii) of Lemma 4.6 (with y1 and y2 interchanged) to the numerator and (iii) of
the same lemma (with f replaced by g and with y1 and y2 interchanged) to
the denominator one obtains
N1(Vx f, Vxg, KS(x)) sup
d( y1 , y2)a
y1 , y2 # Yx
\2&2( y1 , y2)&1
1&\&2( y1 , y2)
(Vx f )( y1)
(Vxg)( y1)
 sup
d( y1 , y2)a
y1 , y2 # Yx
\2&2( y1 , y2)&1
1&\&2( y1 , y2)
sup
z1 , z2 # Yx
(Vx f )(z1)
(Vxg)(z2)
=DN2(Vx f, Vxg, C +S(x)),
where D=D(:, ;, #)max0‘2;a#(exp((2&2) ‘)&1)(1&exp(&2‘))<.
The proof for N2 follows by symmetry as before.
The next corollary compares two different projective metrics on Vx(Kx).
Corollary 4.9. There exist a constant R=R(:, ;, #) such that for
every f, g # K$x we have
|%(Vx f, Vxg, KS(x))&%(Vx f, Vxg, C +S(x))|R.
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Proof. By Lemmas 4.1, 4.8, and Corollary 4.5 we get
|%(Vx f, Vxg, KS(x))&%(Vx f, Vxg, C +S(x))|
=|log N1( f, g, KS(x)) N2( f, g, KS(x))&log N1( f, g, C +S(x)) N2( f, g, C
+
S(x) |
= } log N1( f, g, KS(x))N1( f, g, C +S(x))+log
N2( f, g, KS(x))
N2( f, g, C +S(x)) }
2 log D.
Our next goal is to prove that V (n)x (Kx) is bounded (with respect to the
metric %( } , } , C +Sn(x))) for sufficiently large n.
Lemma 4.10. The exists an integer M>0 such that
sup
x # X
sup
f, g # K$x
%(V (M )x f, V
(M )
x g, C
+
S M(x))<.
Proof. Since Y is topologically exact along fibres (cf. Definition 2.5),
there exists an integer M>0 such that each ball of radius a2 in Yx (a as
in Definition 2.3) is mapped by T M onto YS M(x) , x # X.
Fix x # X and a finite covering [Bi : i # I] of Yx where each Bi is a ball of
radius a2. Let y1 , y2 # YS M(x) . Obviously, T &M( y1) & Bi and T &M( y2) & Bi
are nonempty for every i # I, and we may pick some y$2, i # T &M( y2) &
Bi (i # I ).
Let Q< be an upper bound for the cardinality of T &M( y) & Yx ,
y # YSM(x) , and let l and L be lower and upper bounds for exp[.( y)],
( y # Y ). Then one has for each y$1 # T &M( y1) & Yx & Bi that d( y$1 , y$2, i )a,
hence
f ( y$1)\( y$1 , y$2, i ) f ( y$2, i )exp[2;a#] f ( y$2, i ) \f # K$x .
Therefore
(V (M )x f )( y1)
= :
y$1 # T
&M( y1) & Yx
exp _ :
M&1
k=0
.(T k( y$1))& f ( y$1)
 :
i # I
:
y$1 # T
&M( y1) & Yx & Bi
exp _ :
M&1
k=0
.(T k( y$1))& f ( y$1)
exp[2;a#] :
i # I
:
y$1 # T
&M( y1) & Yx & Bi
(Ll )M exp _ :
M&1
k=0
.(T k( y$2, i ))& f ( y$2, i )
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(Ll )M exp[2;a#] :
i # I
card[ y$1 : y$1 # T &M( y1) & Yx & Bi ]
_exp _ :
M&1
k=0
.(T k( y$2, i ))& f ( y$2, i )
(Ll )M exp[2;a#] Q :
i # I
exp _ :
M&1
k=0
.(T k( y$2, i ))& f ( y$2, i )
(Ll )M exp[2;a#] Q |I | :
y$2 # T
&M( y2) & Yx
exp _ :
M&1
k=0
.(T k( y$2))& f ( y$2)
=(Ll )M exp[2;a#] Q |I | (V (M )x f )( y2)
which proves the claim, in view of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 and since % is
scaling invariant.
Corollary 4.11. We have
sup
x # X
sup
f, g # K $x
%(V (M )x f, V
(M )
x g, KS M(x))<,
where M is as in Lemma 4.10.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.10 and
Corollary 4.9.
Recall that the above statement actually depends on the choice of
;>a*#(2(1&*#)) which determines Kx . Whenever this dependence is of
importance we shall use the notation K ;x and \;( } , } ). Also note that K
;
x
and \;( } , } ) are both increasing functions in ;.
For f # CY and x # X we denote the restriction of f to Yx by fx . Let K ;
denote the cone consisting of all functions f # CY such that fx # K ;x , x # X.
We shall omit the index ; if no confusion can occur. Also, let (K;)$ denote
the set of f # CY such that fx # (K ;x)$, x # X.
Lemma 4.12. Let ;0 :=:*#(2(1&*#)). For every x # X the set
.
;>;0
K ;x& .
;>;0
K ;x
is dense in Cx .
Also,
.
;>;0
K;& .
;>;0
K;
is a dense subset of CY .
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Proof. Both assertions can be proved in the same way, so we restrict
ourself to the first one. Define a family [qy0 , ; : y0 # Yx , ;>;0] setting
qy0 , ;( y)=exp[2;d
#( y0 , y)].
Since #1
d #( y0 , y1)d #( y0 , y2)+d #( y2 , y1)
and hence
qy0 , ;( y1)=exp[2;d
#( y0 , y1)]
=exp[2;d #( y1 , y2)] exp[2;d #( y0 , y2)]
_exp[2;(d #( y0 , y1)&d #( y0 , y2)&d #( y1 , y2))]
\;( y1 , y2) qy0 , ;( y2),
and qy0 , ; # K
;
x . It is clear that for every ;>;0 the family [qy0 , ; : y0 # Yx]
separates the points of Yx , hence K ;x does as well. It follows from the
definition of K ;x that ;>;0 K
;
x is stable under multiplication. Hence
;>;0 K
;
x&;>;0 K
;
x is a subalgebra of Cx satisfying the hypothesis of the
StoneWeierstrass theorem. This completes the proof.
We summarize our results in.
Proposition 4.13. If ;>;0 then
sup
x # X
sup
f, g # (K x
;)$
%(V (n)x f, V
(n)
x g, K
;
S n(x))  0 as n  
exponentially fast.
Proof. Let us remark first that, according to Corollaries 4.7 and 4.11,
for each x # X, V (M )x satisfies the hypothesis of Birkhoff ’s theorem with a
uniform estimate for the diameter of V (M )x (Kx), x # X. Hence Birkhoff ’s
theorem and the chain rule for the projective norm imply that
sup
x # X
sup
f, g # (Kx
;)$
%(V (mM )x f, V
(mM )
x g, K
;
S mM(x))  0 as m  
exponentially fast. For arbitrary n0, represented in the form n=mM+r,
0r<M, we have V (n)x =V
(r)
S mM(x) V
(mM )
x , and the proposition follows
because V (r)S mM(x) does not increase the projective metric.
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Corollary 4.14. If f # ;>;0 (K
;)$ then
max
x # X _ maxy # YS n(x)
(V (n)x fx)( y)
(V (n)x 1)( y) < miny # YS n(x)
(V (n)x fx)( y)
(V (n)x 1)( y) & 1 as n   (4.8)
exponentially fast.
Also, if f # ;>;0 (K
;
x)$ for some x # X then
max
y # YS n(x)
(V (n)x f )( y)
(V (n)x 1)( y)< miny # YS n(x)
(V (n)x f )( y)
(V (n)x 1)( y)
 1 as n   (4.9)
exponentially fast.
Proof. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, (4.9) is equivalent to
%(V (n)x f, V
(n)
x 1; C
+
S n(x))  0 as n  
exponentially fast. But this follows from K ;S n(x)/C
+
S n(x) , Corollary 4.5, and
Proposition 4.13. The same reasoning proves (4.8) as well because all
estimates involved are uniform in x # X.
Remark 4.15. In particular, (4.2) and (4.8) imply that V (n)x fx is strictly
positive for positive fx , x # X, and n sufficiently large independent of x # X.
Remark 4.16. Birkhoff ’s theorem provides an estimate for the rate of
convergence of V (n)x f ( f # K
;) which is of the form 1qn, where 0<q<1 and
where 1, q depend on ;.
The proof of Theorem 2.6 follows from Corollary 4.14. The family
[V (n)x : n0, x # X ] is used to define a sequence [P
(n)] of globally defined
operators converging to an operator of conditional expectation. Recall that
a conditional expectation operator adapted to an epimorphic continuous
map p: Z  Z$ of compact spaces (which induces an inclusion CZ$CZ)
is a positive projection P: CZ  CZ$ commuting with all multiplicators
Mh : f  h } f, h # CZ$ . Since there is a standard embedding of CZ$ into CZ
induced by ?, CZ$ is considered here as a subspace of CZ . The details of
this construction are contained in the next section where we deal simulta-
neously with the continuity of these conditional expectation operators. It is
easy to see from Section 5 that the additional assumptions in Theorem 2.7
are only used to obtain continuity.
5. PROOF OF THE CONTINUITY THEOREM
In this section we prove Theorem 2.7, which is the same as for
Theorem 2.6 up to Corollary 4.14. Besides this, the proof below will give a
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detailed construction of the Gibbs family for Theorem 2.6, when the addi-
tional assumptions on S, ?, and i1 are omitted.
For any 0nm define Tm, n : Yn  Ym and ?Yn, m : Ym  Yn by
Tm, n((x, y))=(x, T m&n( y)) and ?Yn, m((x, y))=(S
m&n(x), y).
Note that the maps ?Y0, n are essentially the same as the projections ?
Y
n ,
since Y and Y0 are homeomorphic via the map i0 : Y  Y0 (given by
i0( y)=(?( y), y)).
Proposition 5.1. For every 0nm, Tm, n is a local homeomorphism
and ?n, m is open.
Proof. Since Tm+1, m b Tm, n=Tm+1, n and ?Yn, m b ?
Y
m, m+1=?m+1, n we
only need to prove that every Tn+1, n is a local homeomorphism and every
?Yn, n+1 is open (n0).
This will be proved by induction. Since T1, 0=i1 b i&10 , T1, 0 is a local
homeomorphism. Since S is open and ?0, 1((x, y))=(S(x), y), ?0, 1 is open.
The induction hypothesis is that Tn, n&1 is a local homeomorphism and
that ?Yn&1, n is an open map.
First note that
Tn, n&1 b ?Yn&1, n=?
Y
n, n+1 b Tn+1, n (n1). (5.1)
Let GYn&1 be open such that Tn, n&1 : G  Tn, n&1(G) is a homeo-
morphism.
Set G =(?Yn&1, n)
&1 (G). We show that Tn+1, n : G  Tn+1, n(G ) is a
homeomorphism as well. First we prove that Tn+1, n is one-to-one on G .
Let Tn+1, n((x, y))=Tn+1, n((x$, y$)) for some (x, y), (x$, y$) # G . By defini-
tion of Tn+1, n , it follows that x=x$. By (5.1)
Tn, n&1(?Yn&1, n((x, y)))=?
Y
n, n+1(Tn+1, n((x, y)))
=?Yn, n+1(Tn+1, n((x$, y$)))
=Tn, n&1(?Yn&1, n((x$, y$))).
Because ?Yn&1, n((x, y)), ?
Y
n&1, n((x$, y$)) # G and since Tn, n&1 is one-to-one
on G, it follows that (S(x), y)=?Yn&1, n((x, y))=?
Y
n&1, n((x$, y$))=(S(x$), y$),
in particular y= y$.
Because of continuity of Tn+1, n we only need to prove that it is also an
open map (to conclude that Tn+1, n is a local homeomorphism). If G/Yn
is open, then by (5.1) Tn+1, n(G)=?&1n, n+1(Tn, n&1(?
Y
n&1, n(G))) and is open
by the induction hypothesis and the continuity of ?n, n+1 .
Similarly it follows from (5.1) that ?Yn, n+1 is open, since Tn+1, n is con-
tinuous and ?Yn&1, n and Tn, n&1 are open. This completes the proof.
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Remark. Taking the inverse limit Y of the spaces [Yn : n0] with
respect to the maps [?Yn, m+n : m, n0] we get the pullback for the
diagram, ?~ : X  X  Y: ?, where X together with a map S : X  X , is
the ‘‘natural extension’’ of S: X  X (this means that the invertible
system (X , S ) is the inverse limit for [Xn#X, n0] with respect to
Sn, m+n : Xm+n  Xn sending x to S mx). Also, the limit T : Y  Y for
[Tm+n, n : m, n0] can be defined in a natural way. Under the assump-
tions that S and ? are open and i1 is a local homeomorphism, T is a local
homeomorphism as well.
For the proof of Theorem 2.7 we need to construct a system of condi-
tional probabilities, which is continuous under the assumptions on S, ?,
and i1 . Such a system is completely defined by the corresponding condi-
tional expectation operator (see the discussion after Remark 4.16). We shall
construct a certain expectation mapping from CY onto CX by means of
a quite natural approximation process. It would be worthwhile for our
purposes to define a global operator V: CY  CX with the property
(Vf )|S(x)=V (1)x fx , f # CY , x # X, but this is impossible if the map S is not
invertible. Nevertheless, the family [V (n)x : n0, x # X ] will be used to
define and to study a sequence [P(n)] of globally defined operators con-
verging to an operator of conditional expectation.
Let us first formulate some simple facts. For every n1 we have an
equivalence relation Rn on Y defined by y1 Rny2 if in( y1)=in( y2) (equiv-
alently, ?( y1)=?( y2) and T n( y1)=T n( y2)). Let Rn( y) denote the equiv-
alence class of Rn containing y # Y. Each Rn is a closed equivalence relation
with finite (and bounded in cardinality) equivalence classes. Moreover, it
follows from our assumptions that each Rn is also open, because by
Proposition 5.1, in=Tn, 0 b i0 is a local homeomorphism. Furthermore, each
Rn is a refinement of Rn+1 (in the sense that every equivalence class Rn is
contained in some class of Rn+1) and is also a refinement of the partition
of Y into fibres. There exists a quotient space of YRn of Y with respect to
every Rn which is a separable compact space, and Y is a finite covering of
YRn . The space (in fact algebra) C (n)Y of such functions f # CY which are
constant on every class of Rn consists of functions where each of them can
be pulled back from some continuous function on this quotient space. Also,
for every x # X the subspace C (n)x /Cx can be considered having analogous
properties with respect to the restriction of Rn to Yx and the following
equality holds:
[ f : f # C (n)Y ]=[ f : f # CY , \x # X, fx # C
(n)
x ].
We introduce operators G (n)x : Cx  Cx (n0, x # X ) by
(G (n)x f )( y)=(U
(n)
x b V
(n)
x f )( y) ( y # Yx),
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hence
(G (n)x f )( y)= :
y$ # Rn( y)
exp _ :
n&1
k=0
.(T k( y$))& } f ( y$).
For every x # X, n0, G (n)x may be considered as the restriction of an
operator G(n): CY  CY to Cx which is defined by the same expression
as G (n)x ,
(G(n)f )( y)= :
y$ # Rn( y)
exp _ :
n&1
k=0
.(T k( y$))& } f ( y$)
for f # CY (by Proposition 5.1, G(n) preserves continuity of functions
because . is continuous and Y is a finite covering of YRn).
Obviously, by definition we have for every x # X and f # CY
(G(n)f )x=G (n)x fx . (5.2)
Moreover, G(n) commutes with the multiplication operators f  h } f
(h # CY ) where h is constant on equivalence classes of Rn . In particular, it
commutes with multiplication by functions which are constant on each
fibre Yx , x # X.
Furthermore, a direct calculation shows that
G(n+m)f =G(n+m) _G
(n)f
G(n)1 & , f # CY , n, m0. (5.3)
Next we introduce operators P(n), n1, and P (n)x , n1, x # X, defined by
(P(n)f )( y)=
(G(n)f )( y)
(G(n)1)( y)
, y # Y, f # CY ,
and
(P (n)x f )( y)=
(G (n)x f )( y)
(G (n)x 1)( y)
, y # Yx , f # Cx .
By (5.3), P(n) is a conditional expectation operator onto C (n)Y . In view of
(5.2) we also have for every x # X and f # CY
(P(n)f )x=P (n)x fx . (5.4)
We also need the condition
P(n+m)P(n)=P(n+m) (m, n0)
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which is an immediate consequence of (5.3). Together with (5.4) this
implies that
P(m+n)x P
(n)
x =P
(m+n)
x , x # X, m, n0. (5.5)
Lemma 5.2. For every f # ;>;l (K
;)$ the sequence [P(n)f : n0] con-
verges in CY to a function Pf # CY such that for every x # X (Pf )x # Cx is
constant.
Proof. Corollary 4.14 together with (5.4) implies that
max
x # X
maxy # Yx P
(n)f ( y)
miny # Yx P
(n)f ( y)
=max
x # X
maxy # Yx (P
(n)
x fx)( y)
miny # Yx (P
(n)
x fx)( y)
=max
x # X \
maxy # Yx ((V
(n)
x fx)(T
n( y))(V (n)x 1)(T
n( y)))
miny # Yx ((V
(n)
x fx)(T
n( y))(V (n)x 1)(T
n( y)))+
=max
x # X \
maxy # YS n (x) ((V
(n)
x fx)( y)(V
(n)
x 1)( y))
miny # YS n (x) ((V
(n)
x fx)( y)(V
(n)
x 1)( y))+ 1 as n  .
Define (nonlinear) fibrewise upper and lower bound operators by
(Mn f )(x)=max
y # Yx
(P (n)x fx)( y),
(mn f )(x)=min
y # Yx
(P (n)x fx)( y).
The above convergence statement can be rewritten as
max
x # X
(Mn f )(x)
(mn f )(x)
 1 as n  . (5.6)
Note that P (n+1)x fx is an averaging of P
(n)
x fx according to (5.5). For this
reason we have that
m1( f )m2( f ) } } } mn( f )mn+1( f ) } } }
Mn+1( f )Mn( f ) } } } M1( f ). (5.7)
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As a consequence of (5.6) and since [mn f : n>1] is uniformly bounded
(which follows from (5.7)) we have that
sup
x # X
(Mn f )(x)&(mn f )(x)  0 as n  .
Hence [Mn f : n0] and [mn f : n0] have both the same limit Pf which
is constant on each fibre Yx , x # X and to which they converge uniformly
in y # Y. It follows that P(n)f  Pf as n   uniformly in x because
(mn f ) b ?P(n)f (Mn f ) b ?.
Therefore, Pf is a continuous function which is constant when restricted to
any fibre.
Remark 5.3. It can be proved in the same way that for every x # X and
f # ;>;0 (K
;
x)$
P (n)x f  Px f as n  
in the norm of Cx where Px denotes a positive projection on the subspace
of constants in Cx . This is only needed for the proof of Theorem 2.6.
Remark 5.4. There exists a natural one-to-one correspondence between
conditional expectation operators from CY onto CX and (weakly) continu-
ous families [+r : x # X ] of probability measures on Y such that
supp +x/Yx , x # X.
In fact, if P denotes such an operator define  f d+x :=(Pf )(x) ( y # Yx).
This defines +x uniquely in view of well known representation theorems for
positive linear functionals on spaces of continuous functions on separable
compact spaces. The support of +x can be shown to be contained in Yx by
taking appropriate multiplicators h # CX in the commutation relation.
Conversely, given a continuous family [+x : x # X ], define (Pf )(x)=
 f (z) +x(dz) for x # X. The same measure +x , restricted to the Borel _-field
of the fibre Yx , represents Px .
The conformality condition on (., A) (Definition 2.1) for such a system
of probability measures reformulated in terms of the operator family
(Px , x # X ) is
A(x) Px=U (1)x PS(x) V
(1)
x . (5.8)
The following proposition proves Theorem 2.7 together with Remark 5.4.
Statements (ii)(iv) (without continuity on A) prove also Theorem 2.6.
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Proposition 5.5. (i) The sequence [P(n), n1] converges in the strong
operator topology of B(CY ) to a conditional expectation operator P with
range CX .
(ii) For every x # X and f # Cx the sequence [P (n)x : n1] converges
to an expectation operator Px and for every f # CY we have
Px fx=(Pf )x , x # X.
(iii) The family [Px : x # X ] satisfies the identity (5.8) and the corre-
sponding system of conditional probabilities [+x : x # X ] satisfies Eq. (2.2);
the function A satisfies
A(x)=U (1)x PS(x)V
(1)
x 1, x # X.
and is continuous.
(iv) [+x : x # X ] is the unique solution of (2.2) within the class of all
(not necessarily continuous) systems of probabilities on fibres Yx , x # X.
Proof. According to Lemmas 4.12 and 5.2, [P(n)f : n1] is (norm) con-
vergent to an element of CY where f is taken from a dense subset of CY .
This implies the strong convergence to an operator P because [P(n) : n1]
consists of conditional expectation operators and hence is bounded in
norm. The range of P is contained in CX . But every P(n) acts identically
on CX . It follows that P is a projection onto CX . P is a positive operator
and commutes with multiplication by functions from CX (because each P(n)
has this property). Hence, P is a conditional expectation operator for our
bundle and (i) is proved.
The proof of (ii) is similar to that of (i) and uses Remark 5.3. The rela-
tion between P and [Px : x # X ] is proved by taking the limit in (5.3).
To prove (iii) note that for f # Cx we have
P (n)x f =
G (n)x f
G (n)x 1
=
U (n)S n(x)V
(n)
x f
U (n)S n(x)V
(n)
x 1
and
P (n+1)x f =U
(1)
x \
U (n)S(x) V
(n)
S(x)V
(1)
x f
U (n)S(x) V
(n)
S(x) 1 +<U (1)x \
U (n)S(x) V
(n)
S(x) V
(1)
x 1
U (n)S(x)V
(n)
S(x) 1 +
=
U (1)x P
(n)
S(x) V
(1)
x f
U (1)x P
(n)
S(x)V (1)x 1
.
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Taking the limit for n   we obtain
Px f =
U (1)x PS(x) V
(1)
x f
U (1)x PS(x) V
(1)
x 1
.
This is equivalent to (5.8) with
A(x)=U (1)x PS(x)V
(1)
x 1, x # X,
which also implies continuity of A (because of continuity of V (1)x 1( y) in
(x, y) with S(x)=?( y)) and (iii) is proved.
Finally we show (iv). Let [+~ x : x # X ] be a system of probability
measures on fibres Yx , x # X satisfying (2.2) with respect to (A , .). Then A
satisfies the relation (2.5) for g=1, equivalently
A (x)=| :
y$ # T&1( y)
exp[.( y$)] +~ S(x)(dy), x # X,
and is a strictly positive bounded function.
Equation (2.2) for [+~ x : x # X ] is equivalent to the operator identity
A (x) P x=U (1)x P S(x) V
(1)
x , x # X,
where (see Remark 5.4)
P x f =|
Yx
f ( y) +~ x(dy), f # Cx .
Iterating (2.5) we obtain
A (x) A (S(x)) } } } A (Sn&1(x)) | g( y) +~ x(dy)=| V (n)x g d+~ S n(x) , x # X,
hence
A (n)(x) P x f =U (n)x P S n(x) V
(n)
x f, f # Cx , x # X
with an S-cocycle
A (n)(x)=A (x) } } } A (Sn&1(x))=U (n)x P S n(x) V
(n)
x 1.
This implies
P x f =
U (n)x P S n(x) V
(n)
x f
U (n)x P S n(x)V
(n)
x 1
, f # Cx , x # X, n1. (5.9)
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According to (ii) for x # X, f # CY we have
P (n)x f  Px f as n  
in CY .
From the definition of P (n)x we obtain that (see also the proof of
Lemma 5.2)
max
y # YS n(x) }
(V (n)x f )( y)
(V (n)x 1)( y)
&Px f } 0 as n  
uniformly in x.
Hence, given any ’>0 we have
|(V (n)x f )( y)&Px f (V
(n)
x 1)( y)|’(V
(n)
x 1)( y)
for every nN(’) and y # YS n(x) .
Using this estimate, (5.8) and the fact that Px f is independent of y # Yx
we obtain that
max
y # Yx
|(P x f )( y)&Px f |’
for nN(’) which proves (iv).
6. PROOF OF THE HO LDER CONTINUITY THEOREM
In this section we prove Theorem 2.10. We would like to mention that for
some of the following lemmas not all of the assumptions in Theorem 2.10
are needed. Note that we may assume that a=b=c.
Lemma 6.1. For y, y$ # Y with dX (?( y), ?( y$))<2a and d(T ( y), T ( y$))
<2a, we have d( y, y$)d(T ( y), T ( y$)).
Proof. First, let ?( y){?( y$). Setting y$0=T ( y$), y1= y and x$1=?( y$)
in (RH) and applying the fact that S is non-contracting, we obtain
d( y, y$)\ dX (?( y), ?( y$))dX (S(?( y)), S(?( y$)))+
:
d(T ( y), T ( y$))d(T ( y), T ( y$)).
If ?( y)=?( y$) we obtain from the fibrewise expanding property that
d( y, y$)*d(T ( y), T ( y$))d(T ( y), T ( y$)).
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Lemma 6.2. Let n0, yn , y$0 # Y, x$n # X be such that dX (S i (?( yn)),
S i (x$n))<a for i=1, ..., n&1 and d( y0 , y$0)<a, where y0=T n( yn). Then
there exists a unique y$n # Y satisfying y$0=T n( y$n), x$n=?( y$n), and d( yn , y$n)
d( y0 , y$0).
Proof. This follows by induction on n and using Lemma 6.1, since the
last inequality in the statement implies d( yn , y$n)<a.
For any choice of n0, yn , y$0 # Y, and x$n # X as in Lemma 6.2 we
denote by #n( yn , x$n , y$0) the unique point y$n # Y given by this last lemma.
[#n] satisfies the equation
#n+1( yn+1 , x$n+1 , y$0)=#1( yn+1 , x$n+1 , #n(T ( yn+1), S(x$n+1), y$0)).
Lemma 6.3. Let y0 , y$0 # Y and xn , x$n # X satisfy ?( y0)=Sn(xn),
?( y$0)=S n(x$n), d( y0 , y$0)<a and dX (S i (xn), S i (x$n))<a. Then the map
\n=\ y0 , y$0 , xn , x$nn defined by
\n : T &n([ y0]) & ?&1([xn])  T &n([ y$0]) & ?&1([x$n])
\n( yn)=#n( yn , x$n , y$0), yn # T &n([ y0]) & ?&1([xn])
is a bijection and \ y$0 , y0 , x$n , xnn is the inverse of \n .
\n interchanges preimages of Yn and preimages of Y$n and defines a
one-to-one correspondence between them. Moreover,
d(\n( yn), yn)d(\n&1(T ( yn)), T ( yn))d( y0 , y$0)<a.
The proof of Lemma 6.3 follows by induction from the properties of [#n],
noticing that \n+1( yn+1)= y$n+1 implies that \n(T ( yn+1))=T ( y$n+1).
Remark 6.4. Note that Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 can be deduced from
Lemma 6.1 together with the local homeomorphism property of i1 .
Lemma 6.5. Let y0 , y$0 , yn , y$n # Y be as in Lemma 6.2. Then
d( yn , y$n) d :X (?( y0), ?( y$0))d( y0 , y$0) d
:
X (?( yn), ?( y$n)).
In particular, the statement holds for y$n=\n( yn).
Proof. A repeated application of condition (RH) implies
d( y0 , y$0)
d :X (?( y0), ?( y$0))

d( y1 , y$1)
d :X (?( y1), ?( y$1))
 } } } 
d( yn , y$n)
d :X (?( yn), ?( y$n))
.
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Proof of Theorem 2.10. Since the map x  Yx is continuous in the
Hausdorff metric (Corollary 2.8) there exists $>0 that for any x1 , x2 # X
with dX (x1 , x2)<$ there exist y1 # Yx1 and y2 # Yx2 such that dY ( y1 , y2)<a.
Set d=min($, a, ;).
Let x, x$ # X be arbitrary such that dX (x, x$)<d. Since S is expansive
there exists N # N such that dX (S i (x), S i (x$))<d for i=0, 1, ..., N&1 and
dX (SN(x), S N(x$))d. It follows from the Lipschitz property of S that
CNS dX (x, x$)d, equivalently that NlogCS (ddX (x, x$)).
Let xi=SN&1&i (x), x$i=SN&1&i (x$) (i=0, ..., N&1) and choose points
y0 # Yx , y$0 # Yx$ with dY ( y0 , y$0)<a. Then the assumptions of Lemmas 6.3
and 6.5 hold for y0 , y$0 , xN&1=x, x$N&1=x$ and n=N&1. In particular,
we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between the sets T &N+1([ y0]) & Yx
and T &N+1([ y$0]) & Yx$ given by \N (Lemma 6.3). By Lemma 6.5 we also
have for y # T &n([ y0]) & Yx
d( y, \n( y))
d( y0 , y$0)
d :X (S
n(x), S n(x$))
d :X (x, x$).
By definition of N,
d :X (S
n(x), S n(x$))C &1S d
:
X (S
N(x), SN(x$))>d,
hence
d( y, \n( y))
a
d :
d :X (x, x$).
The proof of the theorem is completed as follows. Let +x and +x$ be
conditional measures on Yx and Yx$ , respectively. Let + (n)x , (+
(n)
x$ ) denote the
discrete probability measure supported on T &n([ y0]) & Yx (T &n([ y$0])
& Yx$) and defined by + (n)x ([ y])=Cx exp[.( y)] (+
(n)
x$ ([ y$])=C$x_
exp[.( y$)]). Here y # supp +(n)x , y$ # supp +
(n)
x$ , and Cx , Cx$ are norming
constants. If f is a Ho lder continuous function on Y we can write
| f ( y) +x(dy)&| f ( y) +x$(dy)
=| f ( y)(+x(dy)&+ (n)x (dy))
+| f ( y)(+ (n)x$ (dy)&+x$(dy))+| f ( y)(+ (n)x (dy)&+ (n)x$ (dy)).
The first two integrals can be estimated (using results of Section 4) by
expression of the form A( f ) C1(n( f )) exp(&{1(n( f )) N ). The latter one
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does not exceed A( f ) C2 d :n( f )X (x, x$), where A( f ) and n( f ) are such that
| f ( y)& f ( y$)|A( f ) d n( f )( y, y$), y, y$ # Y.
To complete the proof note that NlogCS (ddX (x, x$)).
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